1. There should be profound silence during the reading of any Beta Sigma Phi ritual. True or False

2. Who was Diotima?

3. What is the light of Beta Sigma Phi?

4. What does the Torch symbolize?

5. The only right we have is the right to be __________.

6. As Beta Sigma Phis, we are able to be __________, __________, and __________ to our fellow beings.

7. We are to give _____ ______ ______ ____ ____ ____ to our work, our life, and our world.

8. The fellowship of Beta Sigma Phi is ________.

9. The first great lesson of our Sisterhood is ________.
10. The six ways of Love as described in the Pledge Ritual are described below. In your own words, write what each one means to you.

“Our love shall be not only for living creatures, but that all-embracing love for souls we never saw. Their messages have come down to us in works of art, music, and architecture. In sculpture, books, pictures, and dance we meet them.”

11. The ends of this fellowship shall be to ________________________________

12. We are to dedicate and consecrate our lives to make it _____________________

13. The emblem of our sisterhood is ________ ________.

14. Phi symbolizes?

15. Beta symbolizes?

16. Sigma symbolizes?

17. The colors of Beta Sigma Phi are ________ and ____________.

18. The black background signifies?

19. The flaming torch is the?
20. She who seeks more light will?

21. What is the flower of Beta Sigma Phi?

22. In our crest, what does the lamp signify?

23. What does the book signify?

24. Our Latin moto is __________, __________, __________, which repeats the purpose of our organization - __________. __________, and _____________.

25. Explain the test for membership.

---

The Opening Ritual

Sisters in ________ _________ _______, we pledge __________ anew to the ______ and purposes of our glorious ________________; more _____________ for our fellow beings through a _________________ ________________ of them; a ______________ and deeper _________________ of the cultural and ________ things in life for ____________; and a _________________ to give the __________ that is in us to our _____________ and to ___________ in any and every __________ to shed the _____________ of our __________ throughout the __________.
The Closing Ritual

Eternal ______________, ____________of the stars, __________us that we
may________________only the____________, only the _______________, only
the____________. Hold ___________ to us, the guiding _____________of ____________ and
help us to push on, ________________toward its __________. Illume our _____________with thy
____________ that we in turn may________ the way for ________who___________ us.
If the _______________we take seems ________________ in _________________, give us
________ and ________ to pave it with ____________, to ______________ the dust into
_________________. Grant us such _________________ of vision, such sweetness of
______________, such ____________ of _____________, that we may follow the
__________________ to our ________________.

Things to Remember

ALWAYS, profound silence during the reading of any Beta Sigma Phi ritual!

Especially meaningful thoughts YOU have about the Pledge Ritual and the Opening & Closing Rituals

The significance of symbols on your Pledge pin

Recognize/describe the crest

The flower of Beta Sigma Phi

Black signifies the death of self

Gold signifies the Golden Circle of Friendship

The meaning of the Greek letters:
Beta
Sigma
Phi

The Latin motto

The fellowship of Beta Sigma Phi & the 1st great lesson of our Sisterhood is LOVE!

AWARENESS THAT YOU ARE EXPECTED TO KNOW **BY MEMORY** THE OPENING & CLOSING
RITUALS BEFORE THE END OF PLEDGE TRAINING